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YEAR 4
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Potions

Changes of state

(Maths - temperature, 

negative numbers, area - 
PV3, M20)

L’argent de poche (pocket 
money)

Celebrating 
Difference
 Bath bombs (Dragon’s 

den)

(Maths - consolidate 

Y3 capacity)

Dance


Swimming

(Maths - length and 

perimeter - M19,M20)


Bath bomb making
Measure - Length and perimeter


Number - Multiplication and 
Division

Instructions


Diary


Performance Poetry
 Now Press Play
Instructional Texts


George’s marvellous medicine

Variety of performance 


poems


This Moose Belongs to Me

Clockwork


Reading


Science - Materials 
and Changing State


Geography - Water 
Cycle


Fair Trade and 

sustainability


(Maths - compare money - 
M21)

Forest 
School



Year 4 Curriculum Overview

Geography History

Science

Fair Trade

* know the names of and locate at least eight major 

capital cities across the world

* know the names of and locate a number of North 

American countries

* know the names of four countries from the 

Northern Hemisphere

* know why industrial areas and ports are important

* know main human and physical differences between 

developed and third world countries

* know the names of four countries from the 

Southern Hemisphere 

* know the main differences between a place in 

England and that of a small place in a non-
European country (Kenya)

Scientific Enquiry

*I can ask relevant questions and use different types of scientific 

enquiries to answer them.

*I can set up practical enquiries, comparative and fair tests.


*I can make systematic and careful observations and take accurate 
measurement using standard units, using a range of equipment, including 

thermometers.

*I can record findings using simple scientific language, drawings, labelled 

diagrams,(Water cycle diagram) keys, bar charts and tables .

*I can report on findings from enquiries, including spoken and written 

explanations, displays or presentations of results and conclusions.

*I can identify differences, similarities or changes related to scientific 

ideas and processes.


Scientific Knowledge

*I can compare and group materials together, according to whether they 

are solids, liquids or gases.

*I can observe that some materials change state when they are heated 

or cooled, and measure or research the temperature at which this 
happens in degrees Celsius.


*I can identify the part played by evaporation and condensation in the 
water cycle and associate the rate of evaporation with temperature.



